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Abstract. In this article we introduce a comprehensive set of algebraic
laws for rool, a language similar to sequential Java but with a copy
semantics. We present a few laws of commands, but focus on the objectoriented features of the language. We show that this set of laws is complete in the sense that it is sufficient to reduce an arbitrary rool program
to a normal form expressed in a restricted subset of the rool operators.
We also propose a law for data refinement that generalises the technique
from traditional modules to class hierarchies. Together, these laws are
expressive enough to derive more elaborate rules that can be useful, for
example, to formalize object-oriented design practices; this is illustrated
through the systematic derivation of a refactoring from the proposed
laws.

1

Introduction

The laws of imperative programming are well-established and have been useful both for assisting software development and for providing precise algebraic
programming language semantic definitions [1, 2]. In fact, besides being used
as guidelines to informal programming practices, programming laws establish a
sound basis for formal and rigorous software development methods. Moreover,
algebraic laws have proven to be an important tool for the design of correct
compilers and code optimisers [3].
Other programming paradigms have also benefited from algebraic semantics
which give a sound basis for program derivation and transformation. The laws
of Occam [4], for example, exhibit nice and useful properties of concurrency and
communication. Algebraic properties of functional programming are elegantly
and deeply addressed in [5]. An algebraic approach to reasoning about logic programming is presented in [6]. Even unifying theories [7] have been proposed to
classify and study different paradigms, considering a variety of semantic presentations in an integrated way: denotational, operational and algebraic.
In spite of all these efforts, the laws of object-oriented programming are not
yet well-established. Some laws have been informally discussed in the objectoriented literature [8, 9]. Some others have been formalised to the degree that
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they can be encoded in refactoring tools [10, 11], but they have not been formally proved to be sound or complete in any sense. Opdyke [10] proposes a set
of preconditions for application of refactorings, whereas Roberts [11] goes a step
further introducing postconditions for them. The definition of correctness used
by Roberts is based on test suites. There are no formal proofs that refactoring
a program preserves its behavior or that it continues meeting its specification.
In fact, there seems to be no comprehensive, provably sound, set of laws to help
developers understand and use the properties of medium grain programming
units, and of mechanisms such as classes, inheritance, and subtyping. Furthermore, some of the laws of imperative programming are not directly applicable
to corresponding small grain object-oriented units and constructs. For instance,
due to dynamic binding, the laws of procedure calls are not valid for method
calls.
Small grain object-oriented constructs have been considered [12, 13], but
medium grain constructs have been largely neglected. A great deal of work,
as those presented in [14–17], has already been carried out on transformations
for design models in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [18], but those
naturally do not consider programming and behavioral specification constructs.
Although those UML transformations are proved sound with respect to a formal
semantics, no completeness result has been reported to our knowledge.
In this article we describe a comprehensive set of laws for rool (Refinement
Object-Oriented Language) [19, 20], which is based on the sequential subset of
Java [21] but has a copy semantics. While we illustrate a few laws that deal
with the imperative features of the language, we concentrate on laws for its
object-oriented features. Besides clarifying aspects of the semantics of rool, the
laws serve as a basis (interface) for deriving more elaborate rules for practical
applications of program transformation. Indeed, we show how the proposed laws
can be used to derive refactorings [8] which capture informal object-oriented
design and maintenance practices. In addition to algorithmic refinement, we
introduce a law for data refinement that allows change of data representation
in class hierarchies, contrasting with traditional laws that deal with a single
program module [2].
An important contribution of this work is to show that the proposed set of
laws for the object-oriented features of rool is complete in the sense that it
is sufficient to transform an arbitrary program into a normal form expressed in
terms of a small subset of the language constructs, following the usual approach
adopted for imperative and concurrent languages [1, 4], among others. Using
the laws, we describe and justify a strategy for reducing programs to normal
form. This does not suggest a compilation process for rool; its sole purpose
is to prove a completeness result and therefore suggest that our set of laws is
expressive enough to derive the more elaborate and useful transformation rules
mentioned above. Programs in the normal form defined here have the same
type hierarchy as the original program, but with no method declarations, and
attribute declarations appearing only in object, rool’s universal class.

This article is organised as follows. We first give an overview of rool (Section 2). After that we characterise the normal form and introduce a set of laws
for the object-oriented features of rool, explaining and justifying how they can
be used to define a strategy for reducing an arbitrary program to normal form
(Section 3). Some additional laws of commands and expressions, and a law for
refining class hierarchies, are presented in Section 4. Then we show how the proposed laws can serve as a basis for proving refactorings (Section 5). Finally, we
summarise our results and discuss topics for further research (Section 6).

2

An Overview of rool

rool is an object-oriented language based on the sequential subset of Java [22]
with a copy semantics rather than a reference semantics. The copy semantics
significantly simplifies reasoning and still allows us to consider parts of Java
programs that do not have reference aliasing. rool has been specially designed
to allow reasoning about object-oriented programs and specifications, hence it
mixes both kinds of constructs in the style of Morgan’s refinement calculus [2].
A program in rool is written as cds • c, for a main command c and a set of
class declarations cds. Classes are declared as in the following example, where
we define a class called Client.
class Client extends Object
pri name : string; pri addr : Address; . . .
meth getStreet =
b res r : string • addr .getStreet(r ) end;
meth setStreet =
b val s : string • addr .setStreet(s) end;
new =
b addr := new Address end;
end
Subclassing and single inheritance are supported through the extends clause.
The built-in object class is a superclass of any other class in rool, so the
extends clause above could have been omitted. Besides the pri qualifier for
private attributes, there are visibility qualifiers for protected (prot) and public
(pub) attributes, with similar semantics to Java. For simplicity, rool supports
no attribute redefinition and has only public methods, which can have value
and result parameters. The list of parameters of a method is separated from its
body by the symbol ‘•’. Constructors are declared by the new clause and do
not have parameters. In contrast to Java, rool adopts a simple semantics for
constructors: they are syntactic sugar for methods that are called after creating
objects of the corresponding class.
In addition to method calls, as illustrated in the Client class, the body of
methods and constructors may have imperative constructs similar to those of
the language of Morgan’s refinement calculus. This is specified by the definition

of the commands of rool:
c ∈ Com ::= le := e | c; c
assignment, sequence
| x : [ψ1 , ψ2 ]
specification statement
| pc(e)
parameterized command application
| if []i : 1 . . n • ψi → ci fi alternation
| rec X • c end | X
recursion, recursive call
| var x : T • c end
local variable block
| avar x : T • c end
angelic variable block
where le are the expressions allowed to appear as target of assignments and as
result arguments. These expressions are defined later. A specification statement
x : [ψ1 , ψ2 ] is useful to concisely describe a program that can change only the
variables listed in the frame x , and when executed in a state that satisfies its
precondition ψ1 terminates in a state satisfying its postcondition ψ2 . The frame x
lists the variables whose values may change. Like the languages adopted in other
refinement calculi, rool is a specification language where programs appear as
an executable subset of specifications.
Methods are seen as parameterized commands, which can be applied to a
list of arguments to yield a command (the entry ‘pc(e)’ in the description of
commands). Therefore method calls are represented as the application of parameterized commands:
pc ∈ PCom ::= pds • c
| le.m | ((N )le).m
| self .m | super.m
pds ∈ Pds ::= ∅ | pd | pd ; pds
pd ∈ Pd
::= val x : T | res x : T

parameterization
method calls
parameter declarations

A parameterized command pds • c has parameters pds that are used in the
command c. The parameterized command le.m is a call to method m with
target object le. Parameters can be passed by value (val) or by result (res).
The conditional (alternation) command is written in the same style as in
Dijkstra’s language. rool also provides recursion and variable blocks. Angelic
variables are similar to local variables, but they have their initial values angelically chosen so that c succeeds. Data types T are either primitive (bool, int,
and others) or class names. For simplicity, we consider that methods cannot be
mutually recursive, but classes can.
For building expressions, rool supports typical object-oriented constructs:
e ∈ Exp ::= self | super
special ‘references’
| null | new N null ‘reference’, object creation
| x | f (e)
variable, built-in application
| e is N | (N )e type test, type cast
| e.x | (e; x : e) attribute selection and update
where self , superand is have similar semantics to this, super and instanceof
(which does not require exact type matching) in Java, respectively. The update

‘(e1 ; x : e2 )’ denotes a copy of the object denoted by e1 but with the attribute x
mapped to a copy of the value of e2 , in a similar way to update of arrays in the
refinement calculus [2]. So, despite its name, the update expression, similarly to
all rool expressions, has no side-effects; in fact, it creates a new object instead
of updating an existing one. Variables can, however, be updated through the
execution of commands, as in o := (o; x : e), which is semantically equivalent to
o.x := e, and updates o. Expressions such as null.x and (null; x : e) cannot be
successfully evaluated; they yield the special value error and lead the commands
in which they appear to abort, as explained in the sequel.
The expressions that are allowed to appear as the target of assignments and
as result arguments, define the Le (left expressions) subset of Exp:
le ∈ Le ::= le1 | self .le1 | ((N )le).le1

le1 ∈ Le1 ::= x | le1.x

From a theoretical point of view, rool can be viewed as a complete lattice
whose ordering is a refinement relation on specifications. The bottom (abort)
of this lattice is the worst possible specification:
abort = x : [false, true]
It is never guaranteed to terminate (precondition false), and even when it does,
its outcome is completely arbitrary (postcondition true). It allows any refinement; for instance, programs setting x to arbitrary values. On the other extreme
we have the top (miracle) of the lattice; it is the best possible specification
miracle = x : [true, false]
which can execute in any state (precondition true) and establishes as outcome
the impossible postcondition false.
Although these extreme specifications are not usually deliberately written
(miracle is not even feasible as an executable program), they are useful for
reasoning. For instance, it is normally useful in program derivation or transformation to assume that a condition b holds at a given point in the program text.
This can be characterized as an assumption of b, designated as {b}, defined as
follows:
{b} = : [b, true]
Note that, if b is false, an assumption reduces to abort. Otherwise it behaves
like a program that always terminates and does nothing, denoted by skip:
skip = : [true, true]
Further considerations about specification statements, rool, and its formal semantics based on weakest preconditions are given elsewhere [2, 19, 20]. In the
next section, we define algebraic laws for the object-oriented features of rool,
and show that these laws are complete in the sense that they can be used to define a normal form for rool. We give more details about the language constructs
only when necessary.

3

A Normal Form for Class Hierarchies

In order to show that the proposed set of laws is comprehensive, we define a
reduction strategy (based on the laws) whose target is a normal form described
in terms of a restricted subset of the rool operators.
Definition 1 (Subtype Normal Form) A rool program cds • c is in Subtype
Normal Form if it obeys the following conditions:
– Each class declaration in cds, except object, has an empty body; the inheritance and subtype clause extends might be included, but no declaration of
methods, constructors or attributes is allowed in subclasses.
– The object class may include only attribute declarations, each with either a
primitive type or object itself.
– All local declarations in the main command c are declared with either a
primitive type or object.
– No type cast is allowed in c.
Although this normal form still preserves some object-oriented features (the
subtype hierarchy, object creation and type test) it is substantially close to an
imperative program. In particular, the object class, the only one with explicitly
declared elements, takes the form of a recursive record, as only attributes are
permitted. As no methods are allowed, the main command c also looks very
much like an imperative program, although object creation and type test can
still be used.
Further reduction could lead to the complete elimination of all object-oriented
features, in which case the natural normal form would be the imperative subset of rool extended with recursive records. A reduction to such a form would
require some sort of encoding in the style of a mapping from an object to a relational model, as an extra variable (attribute or field) would be necessary to keep
the type information. We target the Subtype Normal Form, which is sufficiently
close to an imperative program, and the additional laws for a reduction to a pure
imperative program can be easily identified, as further discussed in Section 4.
The reduction strategy involves the following major steps:
– Move all the code (attribute and method declarations) in cds to the object
class;
– Change all the declarations of object identifiers to type object;
– Eliminate casts;
– Eliminate method calls and declarations.
In the remainder of this section we present the reduction strategy in detail, as a
sequence of simple and incremental steps.
3.1

General Assumptions

Before we start the detailed presentation of the reduction strategy, we introduce
some simple and syntactic conditions that will ensure the applicability of the

laws and the convergence of the overall strategy. The following conditions are
assumed:
1. In the set of class declarations cds, two distinct classes are not allowed to
declare attributes with the same name.
2. Similarly, two distinct classes in cds are not allowed to declare methods with
the same name, except in the case where a method of a superclass is being
redefined.
3. All references to an attribute or method op are of the form e.op, for any
expression e, including self .
The first two conditions are necessary to ensure that the laws to move attributes
and methods up in the inheritance hierarchy are always applicable, not generating name conflicts. The third condition allows a uniform treatment of attribute
and method occurrences. The roles of these conditions are further motivated in
the detailed normal form reduction steps which follow. It is important to note
that they do not impose any significant constraint on our approach; they can be
easily achieved by simple automatic purely syntactic transformations. Moreover,
our laws are also valid for programs that do not satisfy these conditions. The
conditions are only necessary for simplifying the normal form reduction process, which will not need intermediate steps for simply renaming methods and
attributes.
3.2

Make Attributes Public

Aiming to move all the code up to object, the first step in our reduction strategy
(process) would be to move attributes up. But before that we should make sure
that they are either public or protected, otherwise method declarations in the
subclasses might become invalid. For simplicity, we make all attributes public so
that we have to deal only with this case in the remaining steps of the reduction
process.
In order to make attributes public, we apply two laws. The following one indicates that a protected attribute can be turned into a public one, and vice-versa,
provided that the attribute is only directly used by its class and the associated subclasses. This proviso is necessary to guarantee that the law relates valid
rool programs. We use the notation ‘prot a : T ; ads’ to denote the set of
attribute declarations containing ‘prot a : T ’ and all the declarations in ads,
whereas ops stands for the declarations of operations (object constructor and
methods). Equivalence of sets of class declarations cds1 and cds2 is denoted by
cds1 =cds,c cds2 , where cds is the context of ‘auxiliary’ declarations for cds1 and
cds2 , and c is the main program. This is just an abbreviation for the corresponding behavioural program equivalence: cds1 cds • c = cds2 cds • c [20].
Law 1 hchange visibility: from protected to publici
class C extends D
prot a : T ; ads
ops
end

=cds,c

class C extends D
pub a : T ; ads
ops
end

provided
(←) B .a, for all B ≤ C , appears only in ops and in the subclasses of C
in cds.
The typed name B .a refers to uses of the attribute name a via expressions of
type B . So when we write that B .a does not appear in ops we mean that ops
does not contain any expression in the form e.a for any expression e of type B ,
strictly (that is, the type of e cannot be a subclass of B ). The subclass relation
is denoted by ≤, or ≤cds when the set of auxiliary class declarations cds is not
clear from the context.
Since we want to turn protected attributes into public ones, we should apply
Law 1 from left to right. In this direction, the condition for applying the law is
trivially valid since a protected attribute can only appear inside its class and the
associated subclasses. In fact, the above condition is relevant only when applying
the law in the other direction, for turning a public attribute into a protected one.
That is why we write ‘(←)’ before the condition. We also write ‘(→)’, when a
proviso is necessary only for applying a law from left to right, and ‘(↔)’, when
it is necessary in both directions.
For turning the private attributes into public ones, we apply the following
law from left to right. The proviso is trivially valid for similar reasons to the
ones discussed for the previous law.
Law 2 hchange visibility: from private to publici
class C extends D
pri a : T ; ads
ops
end

=cds,c

class C extends D
pub a : T ; ads
ops
end

provided
(←) B .a, for all B ≤ C , does not appear in cds, c.
Another obvious law related to the previous ones allows us to change attribute
visibility from private to protected. This is omitted here since it is not necessary
in our reduction strategy; it can also be trivially derived from the previous two
laws.
By exhaustively applying Laws 1 and 2 to all classes in cds, in any order, we
turn all protected and private attributes into public ones.
3.3

Move Attributes Up

After making all attributes public, we can move them up to the object class.
This is justified by the following law. It establishes that we can move a public
attribute from a subclass to a superclass as long as this does not generate a name
conflict, such as when a superclass and one of its subclasses declare an attribute

with the same name1 . This law also indicates that we can move the attribute
in the other direction provided that it is used only as if it were declared in the
subclass, otherwise we would obtain an invalid program.
Law 3 hmove attribute to superclassi
class B extends A
ads
ops
end
class C extends B
pub a : T ; ads 0
ops 0
end

=cds,c

class B extends A
pub a : T ; ads
ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
ops 0
end

provided
(→) The attribute name a is not declared by the subclasses of B in cds;
(←) D.a, for all D ≤ B and D 6≤ C , does not appear in cds, c, ops or
ops 0 .
Notice that, according to the special notation D.a previously introduced, the
second condition above precludes an expression such as self .a from appearing
in ops, but does not preclude self .c.a, for an attribute ‘c : C ’ declared in B .
The last expression is valid in ops no matter a is declared in B or in C .
Starting from the bottom of the class hierarchy defined by cds and moving
upwards in the hierarchy towards object, the exhaustive application of this
law, from left to right, will move all attributes to object. The name conflicts
that could be generated during this process are avoided because, as mentioned
in Section 3.1, we assume that no two classes declare attributes with the same
name; this can be easily achieved by renaming attributes. Therefore the condition
for applying the law from left to right becomes trivially valid.
3.4

Trivial Cast Introduction

To enable and simplify the next steps, we generate a uniform program text in
which occurrences of an identifier are cast wherever possible. Casts will not be
introduced only for primitive type identifiers and for occurrences of identifiers
as targets of assignments or result arguments, since this is not allowed in rool.
This step is necessary, for instance, to guarantee that method bodies are valid
when moved to a superclass. For example, a method body such as x := self
would not be valid in a superclass, assuming that the type of x is a subclass C ,
but the corresponding body with a cast, x := (C )self , would be valid.
The following law formalizes the fact that any expression can be trivially
cast with its own type. The notation cds, N B e : T asserts that the expression
e that can appear in the body of a method in class N has type T . Similarly, the
1

rool does not allow attribute redefinition or hiding as in Java.

notation cds, N B c = d indicates that the equation c = d holds inside class
named N , in a context defined by the set of class declarations cds. Instead of a
class name, we use main in the notations above for asserting that the typing or
equality holds inside the main program.
Law 4 hintroduce trivial cast in expressionsi
If cds, A B e : C , then
cds, A B e = (C )e
This is formalised as a law of expressions, not commands. It can be considered as
an abbreviation for several laws of assignments, conditionals, and method calls
that deal with each possible pattern of expressions. For example, it abbreviates
the following laws all with a similar antecedent to Law 4.
cds, A B (le := e.x ) = le := ((C )e).x
cds, A B le.m(e) = le.m((C )e)
This is equally valid for left-expressions, which are a form of expression.
The previous two laws are sufficient to introduce trivial casts in an arbitrary
rool program. As a result, all non-assignable object expressions are cast, either
because they were originally cast, or because casts were introduced by the current
step of our reduction strategy. An additional observation, however, is that the
transformations described by the above laws (as well as subsequent laws which
relate commands) must be carried out not only inside classes, but also in the
main program.
3.5

Eliminate super

Before moving methods up to object, we should also make sure that their bodies
do not contain references to super, otherwise the program semantics could not
be preserved. Indeed, when moving a method up, instead of referring to a method
m of an immediate superclass C we might end up referring to the method m
of a superclass of C . Furthermore, the resulting program could even be invalid,
since super cannot appear in object.
Our approach for eliminating super relies on the following law, which indicates that we can replace a method call using super by a copy of the method’s
body declared in the superclass, provided the body does not contain super nor
private attributes, which would not be visible in the subclass.
Law 5 heliminate superi
Consider that CDS is a set of two class declarations such as the following:
class B extends A
ads
meth m =
b pc end; ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
ops 0
end

If super and the private attributes in ads do not appear in pc, we have that
cds CDS , C B super.m = pc
where ‘cds CDS ’ denotes the union of the class declarations in cds and CDS .
However, notice that a method called via super is not always declared in the
immediate superclass of the class where the call appears. In this situation Law 5
cannot be applied. So, in order to avoid that situation, we apply the following
law before eliminating super. It basically says that we can introduce or remove
a trivial method redefinition.
Law 6 hintroduce method redefinitioni
class B extends A
ads
meth m =
b pc end; ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
ops 0
end

=

class B
ads
meth
end
class C
ads 0
meth
ops 0
end

extends A
m =
b pc end; ops
extends B
m =
b super.m end;

provided
(→) m is not declared in ops 0 .
Strictly, we cannot define a method as meth m =super.m.
b
A method declaration
is an explicit parametrised command, so that, above, pc has the form (pds • c);
the redefinition of m should be meth m =
b (pds • super.m(αpds)), where αpds
gives the list of parameter names declared in pds. For simplicity, however, we
adopt the shorter notation meth m =
b super.m.
In fact, for eliminating super, we first introduce several method redefinitions
using super itself. This is exhaustively done by applying Law 6, from left to
right, whenever the proviso is valid, for all methods of all superclasses in cds,
starting from object and moving downwards in the class hierarchy.
After introducing the trivial method redefinitions, every class will redefine
(trivially or not) all the methods in its superclass. So we can exhaustively apply Law 5, from left to right, for eliminating all method calls using super. This
elimination process starts at the immediate subclasses of object and move downwards. As the methods of object cannot refer to super, and all attributes are
already public at this point, the conditions of Law 5 are valid for the immediate
subclasses of object. After eliminating super from those classes, the conditions
will be valid for their immediate subclasses and so on.
3.6

Move Methods Up

After introducing trivial casts and eliminating super, we can safely move methods up to object. This is justified by two laws. We apply the first one when

the method declaration that we want to move up is a redefinition of a method
declared in the immediate superclass. This law states that we can merge the two
method declarations into a single one in the superclass. The resulting method
body uses type tests to choose the appropriate behaviour. As mentioned in Section 3.1, self is not omitted in calls and selections of methods and attributes of
the same class where they appear.
Law 7 hmove redefined method to superclassi

class B
ads
meth
ops
end
class C
ads 0
meth
ops 0
end

extends A
m =
b pds • b end;

extends B

=cds,c

m =
b pds • b 0 end;

class B extends A
ads
meth m =
b pds •
if ¬(self is C ) → b
[] self is C → b 0
fi
end; ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
ops 0
end

provided
(↔) super and private attributes do not appear in b 0 ;
super.m does not appear in ops 0 ;
(→) b 0 does not contain uncast occurrences of self nor expressions in
the form ((C )self ).a for any private or protected attribute a in ads 0 ;
(←) m is not declared in ops 0 .
Most of these provisos are necessary to guarantee that the application of the
law to a valid rool program yields a valid program as well. The exceptions are
those concerning super; the semantics of expressions and commands that use
this construct might be affected by moving code from a subclass to a superclass,
or vice-versa, as discussed in Section 3.5.
The other law that justifies moving methods up should be applied when the
method that we want to move is not a redefinition. In this case we can only
move a method up if this does not introduce a name conflict2 . The law indicates
that we can move a method down too, if this method is used only as if it were
defined in the subclass.
Law 8 hmove original method to superclassi
2

rool supports method overriding but not method overloading in general. Hence we
cannot have different methods in the same class, or in a class and a subclass, with
the same name but different parameters.

class B extends A
ads
ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
meth m =
b pc end; ops 0
end

=cds,c

class B extends A
ads
meth m =
b pc end; ops
end
class C extends B
ads 0
ops 0
end

provided
(↔) super and private attributes do not appear in pc;
m is not declared in any superclass of B in cds;
(→) m is not declared in ops, and can only be declared in a class D, for
all D ≤ B and D 6≤ C , if it has the same parameters as pc;
pc does not contain uncast occurrences of self nor expressions in
the form ((C )self ).a for any private or protected attribute a in
ads 0 ;
(←) m is not declared in ops 0 ;
D.m, for all D ≤ B , does not appear in cds, c, ops or ops 0 .
The conditions for applying this law are similar to the ones of Laws 7 and 3.
Only the first two are necessary to preserve semantics. The others guarantee
that we relate only syntactically valid programs. We preclude superclasses of B
from defining m because this could affect the semantics of commands such as
‘b.m(. . .)’, for a b storing an object of B , when moving the declaration of m.
Using Laws 7, 8, and 4 we can move all method declarations to object. We
start from the bottom of the class hierarchy defined by cds and move upwards to
object. In a given class C , it does not matter if we move first the methods that
do not call other methods declared in C ; even the calls for methods of C not
declared in its superclass will be valid in the superclass since at this point the
occurrences of self are all cast. In order to maintain that, we need to apply Law
4 immediately after applying Law 7, since the last one introduces two uncast
references to self .
Following this process, the conditions for applying Law 7 from left to right
are valid because, at this phase of the reduction to normal form, all attributes
are already public and declared in object (so ads 0 is empty), and all method
bodies do not use the super construct nor have uncast references to self (which
is a non-assignable expression). This also explains why some of the conditions
for applying Law 8 from left to right are valid too. In order to understand why
the other conditions are valid, recall from Section 3.1 that method names cannot
be reused and notice that, after eliminating super (see Section 3.5), every class
redefines the methods in its superclass. So if a method m is declared in C but
not in B , we can then assume that it is not declared in any superclass of B .

3.7

Change Type to object

After moving all the code up, we eliminate type casts from the entire program.
This is the purpose of this and the following step. One immediate condition
to eliminate type casts in general is that all the identifiers (attributes, local
variables and parameters names) that have a class type3 must have the same
type. In order to illustrate that, consider a class A, a subclass B of A, and the
following declarations: ‘a : A’ and ‘b : B ’. Then, in rool (as well as in Java)
the assignment of a to b must be cast, as in ‘b := (B )a’. Therefore, unless we
replace the types of those identifiers with a single type, we will not be able to
get rid of arbitrary type casts. The natural candidate type to play this role is
the object class.
Surprisingly, perhaps, changing the type of an identifier to a superclass of its
declared type can be justified provided all the occurrences of such an identifier
in non-assignable expressions—that is, when not used as target of assignments
and result arguments—are cast with its original type. The reason is that in this
case one cannot distinguish between an identifier being declared with its original
type or with a supertype of this type. The apparent paradox comes from the fact
that eliminating casts requires changing the types of identifiers, and that may
require the introduction of type casts. Nevertheless, as seen in Section 3.4, the
introduction of such casts is trivial, because the casts are always to the declared
types of the identifiers.
Here we need some laws to formalize the fact that the types of identifiers for
attributes, variables, and value parameters can be replaced with a supertype if
all occurrences of these identifiers in non-assignable expressions are cast. In such
cases, the change of type will cause no interference, as already explained. As an
example, we present a law for attributes. The laws for variables and parameters
are similar. For a result parameter, we require, in addition, the types of the
corresponding arguments to be greater than or equal to the new parameter
type.
Law 9 hchange attribute typei
class C extends D
pub a : T ; ads
ops
end

=cds,c

class C extends D
pub a : T 0 ; ads
ops
end

provided
(↔) T ≤ T 0 and every occurrence of a in non-assignable expressions of
ops, cds and c is cast with T or any subtype of T declared in cds;
(←) every expression assigned to a, in ops, cds and c, is of type T or any
subtype of T ; every use of a as result argument is for a corresponding
formal parameter of type T or any subtype of T .
3

Recall that primitive type expressions cannot be cast.

The exhaustive application of this law (together with those for variables and
parameters), from left to right, instantiating the type T 0 with object, allows
the replacement of the types of all identifiers with the object class. Recall that
at this point all identifiers having a class type are trivially cast, so the conditions
of the law are valid.
3.8

Cast Elimination

As the types of the identifiers were changed to object, the trivial casts introduced by the step described in Section 3.4 are not trivial anymore. Furthermore,
the program might include arbitrary casts previously introduced by the programmer. Therefore, we need new laws for eliminating nontrivial casts.
It is also worth observing that a type cast plays two major roles. At compilation time, casting is necessary when using an expression in contexts where
an object value of a given type is expected, and this type is a strict subtype
of the expression type. For example, if ‘x : B ’, C ≤ B and a is an attribute
which is in C but not in B , then the selection of this attribute using x must
be cast, as in ((C )x ).a. If a were declared in B , then the cast would not be
necessary concerning compilation purposes, but once it is there it cannot simply
be eliminated, because a cast also has a run time effect.
At run time, if the object value of a cast expression does not have the required
type, then the expression evaluation results in error and the command in which
this expression appears behaves like abort. Therefore, in the example discussed
above (and assuming the attribute a is in class B ) although the cast could be
directly eliminated regarding its static effect, it still has a dynamic effect when
the object value of x happens to be of type B but not of type C .
In order to be able to eliminate a cast while still preserving its dynamic
behaviour, we use assumptions. Recall, from Section 2, that the assumption
{b} behaves like skip if b is true, and as abort otherwise. The following laws
deal with the elimination of type casts in expressions. However, unlike Law 4
which deals with casts regardless of their contexts, here we need to consider the
particular context in which the cast is used, in order to determine whether it
can be eliminated. The static requirements of type casts are captured by the
antecedent of each law, while the dynamic behaviour of the cast is replaced
by an assumption. For example, the following law removes casts in assignment
statements, while the next law eliminates casts in method calls.
Law 10 heliminate cast of expressionsi
If cds, A B le : B , e : B 0 , C ≤ B 0 and B 0 ≤ B , then
cds, A B le := (C )e = {e is C }; le := e
Law 11 heliminate cast of method calli
If cds, A B e : B , C ≤ B and m is declared in B or in any of its superclasses in
cds, then
cds, A B ((C )e).m(e 0 ) = {e is C }; e.m(e 0 )

These are just two possible cases. Observe that a type cast might occur arbitrarily nested in an expression. Therefore, in order to deal with cast elimination
in general, it is convenient to reduce expressions to a simple form, so that we
can then consider only a fixed number of patterns. This form is basically as
defined in the BNF for expressions (see Section 2), with the replacement of arbitrary expressions (denoted by e) with variables. The reduction of an arbitrary
expression to this form is a reduction strategy in itself. Nevertheless, it is a very
standard one, and is not presented here; this kind of reduction strategy can be
found elsewhere [3].
The laws to deal with the elimination of casts in the remaining expression
patterns are very similar to the previous two laws, so are omitted here. Observe
that, at this stage of our reduction strategy, all casts can be eliminated. The
static role of each cast is trivially fulfilled as a consequence of the fact that the
type of each identifier is object, and that all methods and attributes of the
entire program have been moved to the object class. Therefore, the provisos of
each law are always satisfied. Complementarily, the dynamic effect of each cast
is preserved by the assumption on the right-hand side of each law. As a result,
the exhaustive application of these laws eliminates all casts in the program.
3.9

Method Elimination

The purpose of this step is to eliminate all method calls and then all method
declarations, keeping in the object class only attribute declarations. For method
call elimination, observe that we need only a simple law which can be regarded
as a version of the the copy rule. The reason is that we have already dealt
with dynamic binding in Section 3.6, when moving methods all the way up to
object. Therefore, in general the body of each method is a large conditional
whose guards resolve the possible dynamic binding aspects. In fact, there are no
method redefinitions at this point, since all methods are already in object.
Law 12 hmethod call eliminationi
Consider that the following class declaration
class C extends D
ads
meth m =
b pc end; ops
end
is included in cds. Then
cds, A B e.m(e 0 ) = {e 6= null ∧ e 6= error}; pc[e/self ](e 0 )
provided
(↔) cds, A B e : C ; m is not redefined in cds and does not contain references to super; and all attributes which appear in the body of m
(i.e., pc) are public.

Note that a method call e.m(e 0 ) aborts when e is null or error. Thus, we need
the assumption {e 6= null ∧ e 6= error} on the right-hand side of the above law
which also aborts when e is null or error; otherwise, the assumption behaves
like skip and the method body behaves the same as its invocation.
After all calls of a method are replaced with its body, the method definition
itself can be eliminated. Similarly to the notation introduced in Section 3.2, in
the following law B .m stands for calls of the method m via expressions of type
B , strictly.
Law 13 hmethod eliminationi
class C extends D
ads
meth m =
b pc end; ops
end

=cds,c

class C extends D
ads
ops
end

provided
(→) B .m does not appear in cds, c nor in ops, for all B such that B ≤ C .
(←) m is not declared in ops nor in any superclass or subclass of C in
cds.
In this step, we should apply Law 12 exhaustively for eliminating all method
calls. Before doing so, however, we need to eliminate all recursive calls. This
should be done by defining the recursive methods using the recursive command
rec X • c end, in such a way that recursive calls become references to X . The
law that can be used to perform this change is standard and omitted.
After eliminating all method calls, Law 13 is then applied to remove method
definitions. There is no particular order to be followed; methods can be eliminated in any order. Even in the case where a method m invokes a method n,
it is possible to eliminate m first, as in every place where m is invoked we can
replace this invocation by the body which includes an invocation to n; but this
is no problem since n is still in scope. Remember that at this point there are no
private attributes, method redefinitions or references to super.
3.10

Summary of the Strategy

The main result of this work is captured by the following theorem which summarizes the overall reduction strategy.
Theorem 1 (Reduction strategy) An arbitrary rool program satisfying the conditions stated in Section 3.1 can be reduced to Subtype Normal Form.
Proof: From the application of the steps described in sections 3.2–3.9, in that
order.
The proof of the above theorem is straightforward because the details of the
strategy concerning its convergence in terms of the applicability of the laws is
discussed in each individual step.

4

Additional Laws and Data Refinement

Although our normal form reduction strategy has hopefully uncovered an interesting and expressive set of laws, it might be surprising that some additional
laws were not necessary in our reduction process. Note that this is a consequence
of the fact that our subtype normal form preserves classes, attributes, type tests,
and object creation. As explained in Section 3, we decided to aim at this normal
form because its reduction process is entirely algebraic, whereas reduction to a
pure imperative form requires some sort of encoding of the object model data
into, for instance, a relational one. Nevertheless, some additional laws necessary
for reduction to a pure imperative form can be easily identified.
The next two laws deal with classes and attributes. Law 14 removes a class
declaration provided it is not used.
Law 14 hclass eliminationi
cds cd1 • c = cds • c
provided
(→) The class declared cd1 does not appear in cds and c;
(←) The name of the class declared in cd1 is distinct from those of
all classes declared in cds; the superclass appearing in cd1 is either
object or declared in cds; and the attribute and method names
declared by cd1 are not declared by its superclasses in cds, except in
the case of method redefinitions.
If a private attribute is not read or written inside the class in which it is
declared, we can remove it by using Law 15.
Law 15 hattribute eliminationi
class B extends A
pri a : T ; ads
ops
end

=cds,c

class B extends A
ads
ops
end

provided
(→) B .a does not appear in ops;
(←) a does not appear in ads, and it is not declared by a superclass or
subclass of B in cds.
Another construct preserved by our normal form is the type test (is). Two
simple laws of type test are presented below. These are actually laws of expressions, which usually refer to the context in which the expression occurs. Law 16
asserts that the type test self is N is true when appearing inside the class
named N .

Law 16 his test truei
cds, N B self is N = true
Complementary to Law 16, Law 17 asserts that the test self is M is false
inside a class N , provided N is not a subclass of M , and vice-versa.
Law 17 his test falsei
If N  M and M  N , then
cds, N B self is M = false
Apart from the laws of the object-oriented features of rool, laws of imperative commands are also necessary in practical applications of program transformation. These laws are simple adaptations of those found in the literature [1,
4] and are not the focus of this work. However, as an example of an imperative
law of rool, we present Law 18 that allows us to simplify an alternation whose
guarded commands are the same in all branches of the alternation, assuming
that the disjunction of all guards of the alternation is true.
Law 18 hif identical guarded commandsi
If ∨ i : 1 . . n • ψi = true, then
if []i : 1 . . n • ψi → c fi = c
As another example of law for an imperative command, Law 19 states that
the order of the guarded commands of an alternation is immaterial.
Law 19 hif symmetryi
If π is any permutation of 1 . . n, then
if []i : 1 . . n • ψi → ci fi = if []i : 1 . . n • ψπ(i) → cπ(i) fi
For the transformation of programs, in general, we also need to apply class
refinement. The traditional techniques of data refinement deal with modules
that encapsulate the variables whose representations are being changed. In our
approach, this is extended to consider hierarchies of classes whose attributes
are not necessarily private: they can be protected or public. Law 20 allows us to
introduce new attributes in a class, relating them with already existing attributes
by means of a coupling invariant CI . The application of this law changes the
bodies of the methods declared in the class and in its subclasses. The changes
follow the traditional laws for data refinement [2].
Law 20 hsuperclass attribute-coupling invarianti

class A extends C
adsa;
ops
end
cds 0

¹cds,c

class A extends C
adsc;
CI (ops)
end
CI (cds 0 )

where
CI distributes over language constructs modifying commands
according to traditional data refinement laws;
provided
B .a, for all B ≤ A and public attribute a in adsa, does not
appear in cds or c;
CI refers only to public and protected attributes in adsa;
cds 0 only contains subclasses of A, and cds contains no subclasses of A.
By convention, the attributes denoted by adsa are abstract, whereas those
denoted by adsc are concrete. The coupling invariant CI relates abstract and
concrete states. The notation CI (cds 0 ) indicates that CI acts on the class declarations of cds 0 . The application of CI to a class declaration changes the methods
of such a class according to the laws of data refinement [2]: every guard may
assume the coupling invariant; every command is extended by modifications to
the new variables so that the coupling invariant is maintained. These transformations are also done in the class A; this is indicated by the notation CI (ops).
In order to apply this law, the public attributes in adsa must not be accessed
in the command c nor in any method of the classes in cds. Also, the coupling
invariant CI must refer only to public and protected attributes in adsa, since
these must be visible in the subclasses of A.
This law for data refining class hierarchies together with laws of commands
and laws of the object-oriented features of rool form a solid basis for proving
more elaborate transformations of object-oriented programs, as illustrated in the
next section.

5

Formal Refactoring

In this section we present how the laws used for the reduction of rool programs
to the normal form serve as a basis for justifying program transformations. We
are particularly interested in the application of these laws to prove refactorings.
Here we present the proof of the refactoring hPull Up/Push Down Fieldi. In
fact, we represent these refactorings by a single law. Applying this law from left
to right corresponds to the first refactoring; the reverse direction corresponds
to the other one. Here we prove the derivation of this refactoring from left to
right, which allows us to move attributes from subclasses to their common superclass. The attributes might have different names, but their types have to be
the same. Here we consider public attributes as this is the most general case;
private and protected attributes can be turned into public ones using Laws 2
and 1, respectively.

Refactoring 1 hPull Up/Push Down Fieldi
class A extends D
adsa
opsa
end
class B extends A
pub x : T ; adsb
opsb
end
class C extends A
pub y : T ; adsc
opsc
end
cds 0

=cds,c

class A extends D
pub z : T ; adsa
opsa
end
class B extends A
adsb
opsb[z /x ]
end
class C extends A
adsc
opsc[z /y]
end
cds 0 [z , z /x , y]

provided
cds 0 contains only the subclasses of B and C in which there are
occurrences of x and y;
(→) The attribute name z is not declared in adsa, adsb, adsc, nor in
any subclass or superclass of A in cds and cds 0 ; and the attribute
names x and y are not declared by adsb, adsc, nor by any subclass
of A in cds;
N .x , for any N ≤ B , does not appear in cds or c, and N .y, for any
N ≤ C , does not appear in cds or c;
(←) N .z , for any N ≤ A, N  B , and N  C , does not appear in cds
or c;
x (y) is not declared in adsa, adsb (adsc), nor in any subclass or
superclass of B (C ) in cds and cds 0 .
(↔)

The first step of the proof is to apply Law 3 twice. Each application of this law
moves the attributes x and y of classes B and C , respectively, to their common
superclass A. Notice that, the attributes are public as required by Law 3. For
simplicity, we omit cds 0 in the derivation because modifications to the operations
of classes in cds 0 are similar to those done to opsb and opsc. We use cds 0 [z , z /x , y]
to denote that occurrences of x and y in operations of classes in cds 0 are replaced
with z .
class A extends D
class B extends A
class C extends A
pub x : T , y : T ; adsa
adsb
adsc
opsa
opsb
opsc
end
end
end
The next step is to prepare A and its subclasses for data refinement. This
preparation consists of the exhaustive application of a law that we omit here since
it is well known. This law [2] transforms assignments of the form t := self .x into

its corresponding specification statement t : [true, t = self .x ]. This transformation occurs in all subclasses of A in which there are occurrences of the abstract
variables x and y in assignments. After these changes the operations of classes
A, B , and C are denoted by opsa 0 , opsb 0 , and opsc 0 , respectively.
We then apply Law 20, introducing the attribute z (the concrete representation of both x and y) into A. The coupling invariant CI , relating z with x and
y, is given by the predicate ((self is B ) ⇒ z = x ) ∧ ((self is C ) ⇒ z = y).
class A extends D
pub z : T ;
pub x : T , y : T ; adsa
CI (opsa 0 )
end

class B extends A
adsb
CI (opsb 0 )
end

class C extends A
adsc
CI (opsc 0 )
end

The application of CI changes guards and commands of classes A, B , and C
according to the laws of data refinement presented by Morgan [2]. Guards are
augmented so that they assume the coupling invariant. The new guard may
be just a conjunction of the old guard with the coupling invariant. We augment specifications so that the concrete variable appears in the frame of the
specification and the coupling invariant is conjoined with the pre and post conditions. In this way, the specification statement t : [true, t = self .x ] becomes
t, z : [CI , t = self .x ∧ CI ]. An assignment to an abstract variable of the form
self .x := exp is augmented to self .x , self .z := exp, exp. These changes are also
applied to classes in cds 0 that, for simplicity, we omit here. Since the attributes x
and y are new in class A, there are no occurrences of them in opsa 0 . Consequently,
we can reduce CI (opsa 0 ) just to opsa by using refinement laws [2].
The next step is the elimination of occurrences of abstract variables in
the subclasses of A. We proceed with diminishing assignments of the form
self .x , self .z := exp, exp to self .z := exp, as we are replacing the variables that
constitute the abstract state with the variables that compose the concrete state.
For specification statements of the form t, z : [CI , t = self .x ∧ CI ] we apply
Laws 16 and 17 that simplify the conjunction of the coupling invariant. Inside B ,
Law 16 states that the test self is B is true because we are refining the class B .
On the other hand, Law 17 states that the test self is N , for a class N that is not
a superclass or a subclass of B is false inside B . This simplifies the coupling invariant to the predicate (true ⇒ z = x ) ∧ (false ⇒ z = y) which is trivially z =
x . The specification statement, at this moment, is t, z : [z = x , t = self .x ∧ z = x ]
which is refined by the assignment t := self .z , which is actually t := self .x [z /x ],
a renaming of the original code in opsb. Guards must be algorithmically refined.
We proceed in the same way with the commands of C that are augmented
with concrete variables and that assume the coupling invariant. As the coupling invariant relates abstract and concrete variables via an equality between
attribute names, the classes B and C that we obtain after the elimination of
abstract variables are the same as the original except that all occurrences of x
and y in the commands are replaced with z .
Since the abstract attributes are no longer read or written in B or C and their
subclasses, where they were originally declared, we can remove them from A.

First we apply Law 2, from right to left, in order to change the visibility of these
attributes to private, since they are are not read or written outside the class
in which they are declared. Then we apply Law 15 that allows us to remove a
private attribute that is not read or written inside the class it is declared. We
proceed in the same way for C .
class C extends A
class A extends D
class B extends A
adsc
adsb
pub z : T ; adsa
opsc[z /y]
opsb[z /x ]
opsa
end
end
end
This finishes the proof of the refactoring hPull Up Fieldi. The reverse direction corresponds to the refactoring hPush Down Fieldi, whose proof is similar to
the one presented here. As both sides are refinement of each other, we conclude
that they are equal.

6

Conclusions

Defining a rich set of algebraic laws for object-oriented programming seems a
desirable and original contribution. Although the laws presented here are for a
particular language (rool), they will hopefully be of more general utility. In
particular, although rool is based on copy semantics, whereas most practical
object-oriented programming languages are based on reference semantics, the
laws for the object-oriented features of rool, presented here, do not rely on
this design decision. In contrast, some command laws (like those for combining
assignments) do rely on copy semantics.
Strategies for normal form reduction such as the one introduced here are
usually adopted as a measure of completeness of a set of proposed laws, not as
the final aim for a practical programmer. In fact, our strategy aims to make a
program less object-oriented and does not suggest good development practices or
compilation strategies. However, when applied in the opposite direction, the laws
used to define the strategy serve as a tool for carrying out practical applications
of program transformation. Our completeness result, together with the proposed
law for data refinement of class hierarchies, suggests that the proposed set of
laws is expressive enough to derive transformation rules that capture informal
design practices, such as refactorings, as illustrated in the previous section and
in Cornélio’s thesis [23].
One aspect which became evident when defining the laws presented here is
that, associated with most of them, there are very subtle side conditions which
require much attention. Uncovering the complete side conditions has certainly
been one of the difficult tasks of our research. This can be contrasted with more
practically-oriented work in the literature which focus on the transformations
without paying must attention to correctness or completeness issues, as already
discussed in Section 1.
Perhaps another interesting issue of this research is the particular approach
taken for the reduction strategy, by moving all the code (attributes and methods) all the way up to the object class. An alternative would be to move the

code down, to the classes in the leaves of the inheritance hierarchy. This has,
nevertheless, been shown unsuitable for a systematisation based on algebraic
laws. The reason is that moving a single attribute or method from a superclass
to a subclass might have great contextual impact, whereas moving declarations
up is more controllable, as it causes less effects on other code. The particular
approach adopted has allowed us to separate concerns to a great extent, helping
to tackle the overall task. For example, the elimination of method invocation
(Law 12) has been dissociated from dynamic binding (Law 7), as well as from
the behaviour of super (Laws 5 and 6).
A common criticism to the algebraic style is that merely postulating algebraic laws can give rise to complex and unexpected interactions between programming constructions; this can be avoided by linking the algebraic semantics
with a mathematical model in which the laws can be verified. The command laws
of rool have already been proved correct with respect to a weakest precondition semantics for the language [20]. The complete link between the algebraic
semantics presented here and the weakest precondition semantics of rool is the
subject of a complementary work [23].
Another complementary work [24], recently completed, to our research is the
mechanisation of the reduction strategy, as well as the mechanical proofs of some
refactorings, using the Maude [25] term rewriting system.
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